KNOW YOUR RIGHTS

HOW TO SUPPORT OUR UNDOCUMENTED COMMUNITY MEMBERS
DOES YOUR COUNTY COLLABORATE WITH ICE?

Discover how your local law enforcement may be voluntarily working with ICE using:

- The ILRC's Map of Local Entanglement with ICE
- TRAC's ICE Detainer tracking tool

Your county/parish is not required to work with ICE. Call on your local officials to end any collaboration they may have.
LOCAL ORGS PROVIDING SUPPORT

**ISLA Immigration:** Provides pro bono representation under a universal representation model before the Oakdale Immigration Court for detained immigrants at the Pine Prairie ICE Processing Center.

**Catholic Charities:** Provides a broad range of counseling and representation to immigrants and their families, helping clients understand the immigration law, learn their rights, and complete the immigration process successfully.
LOCAL ORGS PROVIDING SUPPORT

SPLC's Southeast Immigrant Freedom Initiative: Works to provide free legal representation to detained immigrants seeking release from detention centers across Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama.